
Education and Budgeting Lesson Plan 

 Explain that according to the 2011 Current Population Survey of the U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, people with no high school diploma have a median salary of $23,452 per year, high 

school graduates have a median salary of $33,176 per year, and people with a bachelor’s degree 

have a median salary of $54,756 per year.  Divide students in the class into each of these groups 

of people, and give each group (or each student, if the class is small enough) paper or Monopoly 

money to represent their income. 

 Go to http://www.dollartimes.com/download-and-print/files/budget-worksheet-by-

dollartimes.pdf and print out copies of the worksheet for each student.  Before the class begins, 

fill out a worksheet yourself with approximate amounts for each item either based on your own 

budget or what a typical person would spend.  You can use zillow.com to find rental rates for 

apartments and prices for houses in your zip code.  The Consumer Expenditure Survey from the 

BLS, accessible at http://www.bls.gov/cex/#midyear, contains useful information about the 

breakdown of expenditures for average U.S. consumers. 

 Go through the budget worksheet line by line with the students.  Either tell them how much 

they have to pay for each category per year or, if you have more time, let them do some work 

themselves to figure out how much they need to spend it each category.  Just make sure that 

their estimates are reasonable (e.g., they can’t say they would only spend $100 per year on 

food).  Make them hand over the corresponding amount of paper money for each line of the 

budget. 

 What should end up happening is that the students in the groups with lower education will 

struggle to “pay” all of their expenses, while the students with more education will have a much 

easier time.  Use this as the beginning of a discussion on the value of higher education. 
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